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A key area the Forum have worked on this year is to
understand the importance of recruitment and retention and
find ways of overcoming some of the barriers to success. In
recent years, recruiting, retaining and developing talent in
the supply chain and logistics sector has come to the fore,
particularly in Northamptonshire where the sector is growing
fastest.
Investing in people has not just become a skill but an art; nurturing
talent as more and more people are hungry to learn and grow.
Where investment works well we see greater job satisfaction
leading to better retention as people feel more empowered, gaining
expertise, growing in confidence and credibility. Businesses see
improvements in flexibility and productivity.
All in all there is greater satisfaction for the individual and team,
with a more cost effective outcome for the business.
Our signing of the Armed Forces Covenant recently sends out a
clear message of intent on our part to support service personnel.
Whether they be a cadet starting out on a career journey, or
a service leaver, veteran, in fact the whole ‘family’ if possible,
looking to make the best use possible of the skills and talents
they have gained while in service. We are already working with
local businesses on a new initiative, visible on the new website:
www.forceslogisticsnorthants.co.uk, to help people transition to
Civvy Street and find the most fulfilling opportunities in career
development.
Also this year, with an eye on diversity and inclusion, we are
developing ways to support Women in Logistics. There are growing
numbers of women, operating in key operational and leadership
roles, who deserve to be more ‘visible’ so that they can empower
others into a sector that has so many diverse and exciting
opportunities to offer.
Watch this space on our Forum website at:
www.northantslogisticsforum.com, and get involved!

MHA Macintyre Hudson are delighted to once again sponsor
these exciting Logistics awards. Logistics is such an integral
part of this County and this evening is a great opportunity to
recognise and celebrate the significant achievements made
by those working hard within it.
I enjoyed being part of the judging panel again this time and was
delighted to see submissions from all areas of this diverse sector.
The high levels of talent, care and professionalism shone through.
Whilst recruitment continues to be difficult for most of us, it was
great to see an abundance of future stars here!
Logistics is one of our Northampton office’s core sectors and we
support and advise many clients within it, so being lead sponsor
this evening is a perfect fit for us.
A big thank you to everyone involved in organising this wonderful
evening and the very best of luck to all of this years worthy finalists!

Adam Young
MHA MacIntrye Hudson

DONT FORGET TO TWEET THE CEREMONY USING
#LOGISTICSAWARDS19

Tony Bellott
Chair, Northants Logistics Forum.
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Evening Agenda:
6.30pm Arrival & Drinks Reception

Thank you to our Drinks Reception Sponsor Liquid Culture

7pm – Welcome
John Griff – Our compere for the evening
Tony Bellott – Chair of Northamptonshire Logistics Forum
Charlotte Patrick – University of Northampton
Adam Young – Partner, MHA MacIntyre Hudson

Performance by Northampton College Performing Arts Students
7.30pm Starters & Mains Served
8.30pm Awards Presentation – Part one
Emerging Talent Award of the Year Award
Apprentice of the Year of the Year Award
Inspiring in Schools and Community Award of the Year Award
Team of the Year of the Year Award
Health Safety and Wellbeing Award of the Year Award

9pm Coffee Served
9.15pm Awards Presentation – Part Two
SME Below 50 Employees of the Year Award
SME Above 50 employees of the Year Award
Growth Company of the Year Award
HGV Driver of the Year Award
Logistics Temporary Staff Agency of the Year Award
Achiever of the Year Award

Chairman’s Special Award
10.00pm
Closing Speeches
10.05pm
Disco & Band
Midnight
Carriages
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TWEET THE CEREMONY USING #LOGISTICSAWARDS19

The Awards & Finalists:

This award recognises the
emerging talent of young people
within the logistics industry,
growing Northamptonshire
talent.

Emerging Talent Award
Sponsored by PALLITE

Apprentice of the Year Award
Sponsored by SOCIETAL

Indre Mikulskyte – C Butt

Andy Brown – Wincanton

Indre has been nominated not only due to her levels of commitment and
performance, but also because during customer reviews she is regularly
singled out for praise – for her attention to detail and friendly nature. Indre
joined the business in January 2017 and is always the first to volunteer for
new duties.
Since Indre joined, she has passed first aid training, food safety level 2, and
very recently obtained her PPT licence - something that she doesn’t need
as part of her daily role. She has embraced this new skill with her usual
levels of optimism and energy.

Megan Rigby – TruckEast

At just 22 Megan is already making an impression at TruckEast – delivering
the very best service to customers, collaborating with management to
embed changes and showing enthusiasm and drive in all she does. Megan
has been with the company for just 18 months and has already gained a
huge amount of respect from everyone at the depot.
Her nominee said: “It is rare to see someone with relatively little experience,
at such a young age, to take on such a large responsibility and thrive with
it.”

This award recognises
the valuable contribution
apprentices make to the
company and local economy
especially as the scope of
apprenticeships includes higher/
degree level apprenticeships.

Andy has been employed at the Wincanton Northampton site for 12 years
as a Transport Shift Manager, helping to look after over 200 drivers and
30 Transport Office colleagues. Just over 17 months ago Andy started an
18-month Operational Manager Development Program apprenticeship.
During this time he has helped the department to win awards and is now
one of four shift managers in the transport team. He has been part of
the Sainsbury’s Pineham freezer project integration team, enabling the
transport team to recruit an additional 100 drivers to deliver stock.

Marcelina Adamczyk – Wincanton

Marcelina started as a warehouse operative agency worker in 2012, working
in the Chill Department, checking pallets, closing grids and carrying out
general warehouse duties. She chose not to apply for a full-time position at
the time as she wanted flexibility to complete her college course.
Having been asked if she might be interested in a apprenticeship she
enrolled on the 12-month Supply Chain Warehouse Operator apprenticeship
which she completed this February. She is now recognised as a core
member of the team who is now likely to progress to the next level, which is
a first line team manager when the next vacancy arises.

Oliver Cockerill – TruckEast

Last years winners celebrate their success!

Oliver joined the firm in September 2017 on the HGV Mechanic level 3
apprenticeship and from the start his enthusiasm shone through. He asked
to do work experience at the initial interview and, although unpaid, he was
always on time and eager to learn and listen.
His nominee has praised Oliver’s admiral ability to hold and recall information
and to manage tasks and deliver results. He aspires to be an escalation
technician – the highest possible level within the Scania network.

Matthew Heald – Morrisons PLC

Matthew overcame challenges during his engineering apprenticeship,
having initially struggled with electrical drawings. With assistance and the
encouragement of colleagues he was able to get to a stage where he felt
comfortable to interpret drawings.
Matthew says he is proud to treat every day like a school day – because,
he says, no matter how big or small “I will learn something new”. Matthew
volunteers, outside work, to support school pupils who are making choices for
their future.

Harry Laverick – Fortec Distribution Network

Harry has been described by his colleagues as an exceptional apprentice –
first joining the firm in 2017. Since then his confidence has soared and he is
proving a valuable contribution to the company’s marketing function.
He has proved an integral part of the team. Highlights include launching a
bi-monthly internal newsletter, designing and building a website from scratch
and designing an animation for the company’s national conference.In April
Harry started his Marketing Executive level 4 and he is committed to a career
in logistics.
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This award recognises the
achievements in promoting
the logistics sector in
Northamptonshire to young
people, working with the
community on projects or
inspiring others about the
industry.

Inspiring in Schools & Community
Sponsored by Goodwill Solutions CIC

Team of the Year Award
Sponsored by John Lewis & Partners

Michael Price & Christy Jones – Wincanton

Wilson Browne Solicitors

Wincanton has nominated two colleagues jointly for this award - Michael
Price (Site Operations Manager) and Christy Jones (Health and Safety
Manager). Both have worked tirelessly over the last year, working with
Northamptonshire schools and colleges to promote the logistics industry.
The duo developed interactive and engaging workshops, delivering four
sessions to around 500 Year 8 students – playing interactive games
which linked celebrities to the logistics sector.
Michael and Christy have now started working with primary schools,
delivering a road safety message. There is now a waiting list of schools
that have asked the duo to deliver these sessions.

Bob Edwards & Team – Kuehne + Nagel

Bob and his team visit schools all over the country, talking with students
to raise the profile of logistics, careers and apprenticeships. They have
been delivering career talks, showing off their trucks and playing the
‘Business on the Move’ logistics game with students.
They also attend the National Apprenticeship Show. Northampton
Academy have praised the team: “We had our biggest audience so far
with all our Business Studies students joining us for an introduction to
logistics, an interview skills session and a look round the lorry! Loads of
great questions from the students today, really encouraging for logistics.”

Forterra’s Logistics Team

This team has been delivering road safety days at primary school since
2016, with logistics director Andy Manning and transport compliance
manager Jamie Bielawski at the heart of these. During each safety event
Forterra collaborates with emergency services and also takes along one
of its HGV vehicles.
In 2016 and twice in 2018, fleet drivers and managers assisted
emergency services at Wicksteed Park at two such events, which were
attended by more than 200 10 and 11-year-olds.
Forterra delivers products across the country via its fleet of more than
130 vehicles and the company feels it is its responsibility to help make
roads safer.
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To recognise a team who have
worked together on a project for
the benefit of the supply chain or
outstanding contribution to the
industry with impact.

This company’s logistics team is committed to developing the logistics
sector, is a proud member of the Northamptonshire Logistics Forum and a
supporter of Forces Logistics Northants.
The dedicated team works with smaller suppliers right up to multinational
businesses at the heart of the logistics world.
One client example is United Pallet Network, with the Wilson Browne team
helping with its Central Hub relocation – facilitating a deal which saw them
move to modernised premises. Wilson Browne is described by UPN as “an
integral part of our extended management team”.

PALLITE

An idea turned into a new commercial product for the PALLITE team.
The project started with a team of two but grew to involve all areas of
the business – concept design by Operations and Sales, mock-ups from
Production, testing from the Quality team, cost review from Finance and
collateral from Marketing.
It started in January 2018 when PALLITE were approached by one of the
leading, global ‘Third Party Logistics Providers’, who were interested in
using PALLITE boxes for warehouse storage. 12 months of hard work
resulted in the introduction to the market of the new PIX range - flexible
solutions which help optimise space, increase picking speed as well as
reducing picking errors.
Teamwork has been at the heart of this success.

Cygnia Logistics

Revolution Beauty is number 43 in the UK’s top 100 growth companies and
Cygnia started looking after its logistics in 2018, with its Revolution Beauty
team adapting and growing. There was a 16 hour, five days a week shift
pattern to accommodate 1,000 orders per day and within three weeks these
orders stepped up to 3,000 orders a day, requiring 24/7 cover to keep pace.
What is extraordinary is how so many people, new to the company, just got
on with it and fitted into the company’s culture. The team’s energy made
a real difference to Revolution Beauty, helping the brand realise its full
potential and protecting its reputation in the process.
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Continuous improvement in
health safety and wellbeing is
essential across the logistics
supply chain. This award
recognises individuals or teams
that have made significant
contributions to improvements
in health safety and wellbeing in
the business or along the supply
chain.

Health, Safety & Wellbeing Award
Sponsored by Linde Material Handling

SME Company of the Year: Below 50 Employees
Sponsored by BHIB Insurance

Wincanton

SAS Logistics

Wincanton pride themselves on their health and safety standards on site
and the last decade has seen a huge reduction in accidents, RIDDOR’s (the
Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
2013) and collisions over recent years.
In fact in the last six years there has been a 64% reduction in accidents.
The Transport department have had over 365 years without recording a
single LTI (Lost Time Injury).

The initial growth of the business was based around the delivery of tropical
fish to Pets at Home stores across the UK. The business then took another
direction, based around tis military roots.

The company also carries out Health Awareness days, with external
partners carrying out blood pressure checks, and glucose and cholesterol
testing. Additional safety initiatives include ‘Ghost Bikes’, which are white
bikes painted on to the site entrance to remind drivers about the need to
look out for cyclists. The company has also visited a local primary school to
talk to the children about road safety.

Embracing technology has been key - developing a service-based App
to provide customers with detailed tracking. Re-locating the business to
Northampton, followed by rebranding, prepared the business for future
growth. Turnover in 2016 was £1.8million, and for 2018/19 the company is
on track for achieving £2.7million turnover.

C BUTT

This company has around 800 contracts, more than a third of which have a
Northamptonshire postcode.More than 90% of suppliers are county based,
with the company offering the ability to collect work on a return journey –
thus helping reduce dead miles and increase cash flow.

Earlier this year staff embraced a new ‘First for Well Being’ programme
and a series of healthy mind programmes are planned throughout the year.
These have already taught staff to look at what they are eating, drinking and recipes are even being swapped.
Staff have signed up for the British Heart Foundation Heartstart initiative,
which not only educates on emergency first aid but also informs on health
issues.
Here’s an extract from the awards application: “It is a known statistic that
58% of lorry drivers suffer from mental health issues and as a business we
have experienced distressing circumstances, thankfully rarely, but once it
happens to you, or one of your colleagues, you will never forget it. This year
we are embracing a Mental Health programme to encourage ex-military
personnel into our industry, as we recognise what post-traumatic stress
disorder can do.”

Baxter Healthcare

Free fruit for all employees and visitors, a free flu vaccine for staff, healthy
lifestyle workshop, a weekly cycling group and healthy eating campaigns
twice a year – Baxter takes wellbeing very seriously.
One of the company’s main objectives for 2019 is to focus on healthy aging
in the workplace, using local resources to gather information on dementia
and the menopause - to help with staff retention, morale and to reduce sick
days. A three-minute video, put together by the safety committee, involved
all site staff – showing that this culture is not only driven from the top down,
but also the bottom up.
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This award was looking for an
organisation which small to
medium business which is
efficient, reactive, innovative,
adaptable – the best in
Northamptonshire.

This Brackmills based business employs 34 staff and describe their
success due to its engagement with global brands (including DHL, XPO,
Hewlett Packard, Fujitsu and Coca Cola) customer focus and the ability to
react to situations to get the job done.

The Northamptonshire Logistics Awards 2019

Crisis Same Day Couriers

In 2018 the company increased sales by 11% to over £15million, it was
awarded ISO 9001: 2015 and won the Transport Exchange ‘Business
of the Year’ award. The company is also proud to have improved its
digital footprint in social media, thanks to courses organised by the
Northamptonshire Growth Hub.

PALLITE

PALLITE is proud of its culture – something it puts down to the beliefs of
the original founders and investors. Chairman Andrew Phillips believes
passionately in the business, the products, the people and the positive
impact it can make on industry.
Sustainability is something that everyone is proud of, and PALLITE
continues to grow. 2018 saw sales rise by 58%, with sales breaking through
the £1million mark for the first time. Budgeted growth for 2019 is in excess
of 100%. The business began with paper pallets and every two years there
has been innovation. The company hosted a Chamber of Commerce event
in 2018, is represented at all Northants Logistics Forum events and has
supported the Hope Centre with products and with its ‘Big Sleep Out’.

northantslogisticsforum.com | @logistics_forum
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This award recognises the larger
SME’s from across the diverse
supply chain in the county; the
very best of Northamptonshire!

SME Company of the Year: Above 50 Employees
Sponsored by Wilson Browne Solicitors

Growth Company of the Year
Sponsored by Kingsley Consulting

The NX Group

SAS Logistics

This privately-owned firm specialises in warehousing, distribution and
courier services, employs 80 full time employees and has grown year on
year since its inception in 2010. Since October 2018 The NX Group has
seen a significant rise in the number of enquiries regarding stockpiling
for Brexit, especially from European customers. This is something the
company is reactive to - providing additional warehouse spaces and advice
to customers.
As a result of customer feedback it has modified services and operations,
now operating 24/7, five days a week, providing 24-hour turnaround.
Its closed pallet network provides customers with peace of mind that their
goods are safe and customers are at the heart of everything.

C BUTT

This award recognises the
growth of companies in
Northamptonshire and is open
to businesses of all sizes and
recognised businesses that
experience exceptional growth in
sales, profit, market share, jobs,
sites, or international trade.

This company has demonstrated exceptional growth in sales and prides
itself on its leading-edge technology, a strong brand and a skilled, customer
focussed team with a modern fleet and secure premises.
In 2012 the current owner bought the business. Turnover for the first year
was £360,000, with minimal profit levels. Expansion into the IT sector in
2014 triggered significant growth and by 2016 the business had a turnover
of around £1.8million.
In 2017 it relocated to Brackmills and this larger site, improved
infrastructure and streamlining of the operation led to a significant increase
in turnover, with the business recording a record month in March 2018
of £240,000 and a turnover for the year ending 2018 of £1.9million. The
projected turnover for 2018/19 is £2.7million.

While the company admits to challenges in recent times it has, under the
leadership of Jonathan and Robert Butt, seen a £300,000 swing in a single
year – returning the company to profit in the year ending April 2018.

The NX Group

The family owned company, with 100 years of experience, is proud to invest
in Northamptonshire people – developing local careers to retain people
within the business and ensure all staff realise their full potential.

International trade has been the largest area of growth, with Brexit
discussions driving additional work from both existing and new European
customers. Close links with European hauliers has led to additional
warehouse customers who are stockpiling for Brexit and also existing
customers wanting more transportation work.

The success of the company is due to the hard work and commitment of
the whole team.

Since the company launched in 2010, The NX Group has grown year on
year. Over the last 12 months there has been significant growth.

The increase in the number of eCommerce enquiries and converted
customers has resulted in investment within the eCommerce section and
the business has employed an additional 16 people over the previous 12
months, with recruitment plans in place for 2019 to further increase the
workforce.

Prigmore Haulage Ltd

This family run business, set up in 2014, has grown from strength to
strength. When set up there were two full time drivers, two directors
(Richard and Patricia and Kenneth Prigmore as the transport manager).
Katherine Prigmore joined the company a year later as business
development manager.
A contract win in 2018 enabled the company to employ three more drivers
and the company estimate a turnover of around £1.4million at the end of
this financial year. Today, 16 drivers are employed.
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Recognising the vital role
and skills of drivers in the
Logistics & Transport sector in
Northamptonshire. Highlighting
outstanding contributions to the
industry, community and county.

HGV Driver of the Year
Sponsored by Connexas

Logistics Temporary Staff Agency of the Year –
Sponsored by Spectrum for Arcadia

Kenneth Circuitt – C Butt

NN1 Personnel

Ken, who joined the company in 2011, doesn’t know when, or perhaps how,
to stop. He is regularly in the yard by 4am, inspecting vehicles with his work
colleagues in all weathers and securing the yard before climbing into the
cab to spend the day delivering to customers.
With an average national age of around 58 years, Ken plays his part in
supplying not only courtesy but experience. Ken will be 75 this year and it is
because of drivers like Ken that this company is thriving.
When Ken joined the company he had been transferred from DHL. At
that point retirement was an option but Ken made the decision to join the
team and has since shown little signs of slowing down. In fact he is about
to regain his Driver Qualification Card allowing him (health provided) to
continue to drive for a further five years.

Lee Hemming – The NX Group

Lee has been a category CE driver for the company for more than eight
years and his dedication to the sector and company is commended.
As well as completing a driver Trainer Assessment course, he always
looks for ways to improve the logistics services and operations. He goes
the extra mile to deliver excellent customer service and he has a wealth of
knowledge in the logistics sector.
He is approachable, is great at his job, delivers pallets daily throughout the
UK to end-customers and distribution centres, and is described as a real
asset to the company.

Marcus Betts – Wincanton

Marcus has been employed as a HGV Class 1 Driver at Wincanton since
2013, was identified by managers as having potential and was quickly
promoted to a Driver Trainer.
Along with this standard duties Marcus carries out additional duties carrying out delivery point risk assessments, writing and training the Safe
System of Work, annual driving assessments, inductions, classroom
training and health and safety training.
Drivers can often be resistant to change, and transport departments are
notorious for being challenging working environments, however, Marcus
is a constant positive face and is known by his colleagues as being very
professional, enthusiastic and approachable.

Justas Laugalis – NN1 Personnel

The Logistics sector is unable
to function without its partners
in temporary agency staff. This
award recognises those in the
sector providing outstanding
service through recruitment
solutions for temporary staff.

Although not one of the biggest agencies, NN 1 Personnel is proud of its
100% attendance, unique in the temporary supply of staff.
The company is an active member of Logistics Forum and the first agency
to take part in the innovative SEATS program – a pilot aimed at improving
HGV driver quality and the co-operation between client, agency and driver.
When FSEW International Freight Forwarders decided to set up a based in
Northampton they made contact with the company to supply agency drivers
until the company could employ its own.
In the awards application form FSEW wrote: “This was back in September
2018 and what can I say, the high quality of drivers they have been able to
supply at short notice and still keep a 100% attendance rate has been so
good we have decided to stick with them for our driver requirements and
have only employed 20% of our driver requirements.”

ACS Recruitment

This family run business has a wealth of local knowledge and experience,
with a directorship team that has more than 40 years local experience in the
sector. The business has a committed team of 24 staff, 10 of which have
been with the company for over five years.
The company is proud of its strategic working partnerships with local
businesses which help candidates into employment. One such joint venture
is with Track NN, set up to support candidates with autism into employment.
There is already a promising uptake and ACS Recruitment is proud to, as
it said in its awards application, “be leading the way with developing such
partnerships, looking at alternative labour markets and offering support to
those looking for work and the clients which use this service.”

XP Recruitment Ltd

This company’s dedicated internal compliance and payroll team has
ensured a focused level of service. With 60 years of recruitment experience
and with an internal training programme, the company looks to its
apprentices as a way of moulding the future workforce and helping the
company grow.
XP Recruitment Ltd is undergoing a full IT system upgrade, moving to
a system which will improve candidate engagement and is focused on
personalised support and solutions. Their awards application sums it
up well: “We cannot underestimate the impact Brexit may have on the
temporary recruitment sector but know and feel our efforts to make the
attraction and retention of candidate easier can only be a positive.”

Justas has been working for NN1 Personnel for four years and has ability
and positive attitude has not gone unnoticed.
Justas has worked for all of NN1 Personnel’s clients on various contracts
and his politeness is regularly praised. He has been at the heart of the
company’s success and his flexibility is admirable. He will often do an
extra shift at short notice and will happily change his shift start time to suit
changing customer requirements.
Justas’ idea of creating WhatsApp group for the drivers means there is now
a #NN1Drivers online community, with drivers able to support each other.
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Recognise the outstanding
contribution made by an
individual to logistics and
its supply chain within
Northamptonshire over the past
12 months.

Achiever of the Year
Sponsored by Brackmills Industrial Estate BID

Chairman’s Special Award
Sponsored by ACS Recruitment

Christy Jones – Wincanton

•
•
•

Christy is a dedicated health and safety manager, a chartered member of
IOSH and of the Northamptonshire health and safety networking group.
She is passionate about the health and safety of her colleagues and
ensures the company is always legally compliant. Her priority each day is
to ensure that colleagues are safe at work and go home in the same way in
which they came in – injury free.
She is careful to keep things simple and to ensure that colleagues
understand their own legal obligations, without baffling them with jargon.

Entries for this award are taken
from across all entrants and
finalists to all of the categories
and highlight outstanding entries
/ achievements and success from
across the entrants and celebrate
the best Northamptonshire has
on offer.

Kenneth Circuitt – C Butt
Matthew Heald – Morrisons PLC
Marisa Baker – Kingsley Consulting

In the last 12 months, she has been inspirational in promoting the logistics
sector to Northamptonshire schools and she was recently presented with
an award from Wincanton, which she accepted on behalf of the site, for
achieving the lowest LTIFR (Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate) in the whole
of the grocery network within Wincanton.

Richard Mallard- The NX Group

Richard Mallard joined The NX Group in October 2015, he was promoted
last October to Senior Operations Manager and in the last 12 months he
has risen to the challenge.
He has managed a new team, overseeing the management team on the
nightshift and setting new goals for to improve efficiency and cost savings.
The transport team report into Richard, and this dynamic workforce work
hard. Richard has created a great working culture and is well-respected by
his team and throughout the company. His ambition to drive the company
forward is evident in all that he does, and his passion encourages others to
be the best they can.
Alongside his role at The NX Group, Richard actively promotes the logistics
sector. He regularly attends networking events, promotes both The NX
Group and the sector across social media channels, and is active in
providing advice to firms looking for different supply chain solutions.

Marisa Baker – Kingsley Consulting

Over the last 18 months Marisa has carried the ambassadorial flag for the
logistics sector for Kingsley Consulting. Marisa has merged her passion
for the sector with support for a more vulnerable sector (ex-offenders,
homeless, people with disabilities and the long-term unemployed) to
provide a pathway back to work and, in some cases, back into society.
She is the founder and trustee of the charitable organisation ‘Future
Routes’, set up in 2019 to make a real difference to the lives of people who
have committed to working together towards being work ready.
Marisa doesn’t just talk about making a difference, she uses her own
experiences to offer genuine help to those who need it. She couples this
with work at schools, to promote the logistics sector and identify future
talent.
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A huge thanks to the
wonderful team at
Northampton College!
We enjoyed a stunning performance
for the College’s musical theatre
performance students at the start of
our evening and, for the second year,
our unique award trophies have been
designed and made by talented students
from the College.
Northampton College have also brought
their R450 Topline Scania to our awards
evening to join the celebrations. This
was donated to their Motor Vehicle
& Logistics workshop by TruckEast to
open new doors for existing students
and encourage more interest in HGV
apprenticeships. The Scania R - Cab is
used every week as a training vehicle in
various formats including diagnostics
and general routine maintenance
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FORTHCOMING PROJECTS:
Working with our Armed Forces.
The Forum took an important step recently by signing the
Armed Forces Covenant, making a cast-iron commitment
to support service personnel and acknowledge that those
whose serve or who have served in the armed forces, and
their families, should be treated with the fairness and respect that they deserve.
When signing the covenant we pledged to support events
through the year, some marking important milestones and
other events to support the Armed Forces Logistics initiative we have kicked off, with a number of local businesses in
Northamptonshire. There is more detail about this at the new
website we have created at: www.forceslogisticsnorthants.
co.uk, the key objective at this stage is to help armed forces
personnel - whether they be cadets, starting out on a career journey, reservists seeking employment or veterans and
service leavers, including their families - transitioning back
to Civvy street and secure an employment opportunity that
makes best use of the knowledge and skills they have gained
while in service.
The pledge group work is an exciting step on this journey for
us and we will continue to build on the great work so far with
the support of you all.

Women in Logistics.
With one eye on diversity and inclusion the Forum agreed
that understanding and supporting the role women play in
logistics would help us take a proactive approach, facilitate
activity and make sure the subject is not ‘ invisible’.
There is a growing presence of women in the sector, in key
operational and leadership roles, doing amazing jobs who
are keen to support this initiative.
We have our own ‘ambassador’ in Marisa Baker, a beacon for
the sector with a selfless approach to everything she does to
support others, particularly those in less fortunate circumstances. To help us further we’d like your feedback through
our online survey, on the Northants Logistics Forum website.
Anyone can complete it and we’ll publish the results for all
to see and include the subject for a Forum discussion at a
future meeting.
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UPCOMING MEETINGS:

The Northamptonshire Logistics forum is a collaborative
working group made up of representatives from some
of the leading logistics companies based here in
Northamptonshire.
The group work collaboratively to aid the development of the
sector locally, while helping to shape the conversation at a
national level to help shape the issues affecting our businesses
Join us at an upcoming meeting:

21st May - Stanley Black & Decker, Brackmills
Items for the agenda will include:
•
•
•

Demystifying Blockchain for supply chain,
Review of Awards & Winners,
Follow up on topics from last meeting

plus further items to be confirmed

26th June – John Lewis, Grange Park
Presentations and updates will include;
•
•

Modern Day Slavery – Paul Fell – OPCC
Presentation on benefits of recruiting and supporting Armed
Forces Reservists in your workforce

Visit the website to find out more: forceslogisticsnorthants.co.uk
10.

The Northamptonshire Logistics Awards 2019
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Meet our event compere John Griff
John: “If it wasn’t for this county, trade across
Britain and beyond would be far harder, such is the
advantage of our location. As one who grew up with a
father who managed heavy vehicle fleets first for the
armed forces and then in commerce, I appreciate the
strategic importance of logistics and it is entirely right
that we celebrate it here. I’m delighted to be hosting
the awards and thank Wilson Browne for their support
as sponsors of the compere’s role.”
John’s background is based in the arts thanks to a
musical upbringing dating back to his childhood. His
career since 1984 as a broadcaster and journalist
has led him to work in local and national radio for a
variety of stations, joining the BBC in 2009 as one of
its major daypart local radio presenters.
Away from work, John is a trustee of the
Northamptonshire Community Foundation and a
member of The Hope Centre Business Forum.
Our compere this evening is kindly sponsored by:

Ad Artwork to Follow

Menu:
STARTER
Selection of Indian Starters
Poppadoms and Dips

MAIN
Chicken Bhuna Curry with Coriander Rice and
Naan
(V) Vegetable Curry with Coriander Rice and
Naan
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Brochure Design:

soverycreative.com

FIND OUT MORE:
northantslogisticsforum.com
@logistics_forum
#northantslogistics

With thanks to our sponsors:

Support gratefully received from:

